ubi concordia – ibi victoria

*лат. Дві екземпляри – два переможці.
BASIC FACTS

• The private joint-stock company “Insurance Group “UBI” (with registered brand “u.b.i. insurance”) was established in the year 2000.

• The head office of the company is located in Kyiv.

• The regional network contains 14 regional and 18 district subdivisions as well as the agency and representation systems, which cover the whole territory of Ukraine.

• The company has 20 licenses granted for 42 types of voluntary and obligatory insurance.

• The company is a member of the Motor (Transport) Insurance Bureau of Ukraine, realizing OLI policies in its own name, and has the best estimates according to such criteria as “Settlement quality” and “Claim rate”.

• At the end of 2014, the authorized rating agencies “Expert Rating” and “Standard Rating” increased our level of financial stability to uaAA-.

• The growth of insurance premiums in 2014 was 119 %, that is, by 14 % more than the growth of the insurance market of Ukraine.
WE ARE PROUD OF OUR CORPORATE CLIENTS

ENERGY INDUSTRY, CONSTRUCTION, TRANSPORT:
• “Ukrgasvydobuvannia” of “Naftogaz of Ukraine”
• “Kuwait Energy”
• Ukrenergo”
• “Ukrspetstransgas”
• “Nadra Ukrayiny”
• Kyiv Design Office of Reinforcing Construction
• Kharkiv Heating and Power Plant 5
• “Naukanaftogas” of “Naftogaz of Ukraine”
• “Poltavagaz”
• “Stroibudillichivsk”
• “Ukrgazenergo”
• “Kyivpastrans”
• OPASs

OTHER BRANCHES OF ECONOMY:
• “Oshchadbank”
• “Ukrgazbank”
• “PALADA” State Kherson Plant
• State Food-Grain Corporation
• State Agency of Automobile Roads of Ukraine
• “Ukrliftservice”
• “Mria-Leasing”
• “Zenith Trading”
• “Westmark Trade”
• “Myronivskyi Khliboproduct”
• “Peremoha-Nova”
• Automobile Roads Service of Ukraine
• Regional Veterinary Services
• Sumy State Agrarian University
• “Kriazh” DP
• “Ukragroleasing”
WE ARE PROUD OF OUR TEAM

At the present time, our team consists of more than 110 employees, which are working in the Head Office, Kyiv branches and regional branch departments of the company.

The regional branches in Vinnytsia, Zhytomyr, Odesa, Poltava, Sumy, Ternopil, Kharkiv, Kherson, Khmelnytskyi, Cherkasy, Lviv, Lutsk, Chernivtsi and wide agency and representative networks in other regional centers provide prompt and qualitative service of insurers and affected persons over the whole territory of Ukraine.

94 % of the company employees have been working in the company more than one year.

The purpose of the company activities is to provide the individual approach for each customer, which is brand new for the Ukrainian insurance market, for rendering insurance services for medium and big business and, after all, in holding leading positions at the Ukrainian insurance market.
WE ARE PROUD OF OUR WORKING RESULTS

Insurance premiums (payments), thousand UAH

Payment s of insurance compensations, thousand UAH

Insurance reserves, thousand UAH

Marginal income, thousand UAH
WE ARE PROUD OF OUR WORKING RESULTS
WE ARE PROUD OF OUR WORKING RESULTS

OUR PRIDE IS OUR WORKING RESULTS
OUR INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS

Insurance of risks of shortage of commodities in a destination point independent of the cause of the shortage

Insurance of risks of imposition of administrative charges (penalties) according to the “Antishtraf” program

Insurance programs (CASCO) for reliable drivers (from UAH 600)
Obligatory reinsurance programs for:
- motor insurance (CASCO)
- personal accident insurance
- property insurance
are covered with reinsurance protection from Partner Re (A, Standard & Poor’s), Switzerland.

Voluntary and obligatory risk reinsurance is provided in cooperation with the Lloyd's reinsurance broker WILLIS.

The basic servicing banks are “Raiffeisen Bank “Aval” and “Oshchadnyi Bank of Ukraine”
LET US TO BUILD RELIABLE RELATIONS JUST NOW

We are ready to be your reliable insurance partner and financial adviser just today.

Private joint-stock company “Insurance Group “UBI”
25/49, Pochainynska Street, Kyiv. 04071
Tel.: (044) 237 03 08 (-09)
24H telephone number for client support of insured persons: 099 554 20 00
Our Web site: www.ubi.ua Our e-mail: office@ubi.ua

We appreciate your informative responses and propositions sent on Customer Control Service e-mail: dovira@ubi.ua